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MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

GOAL

Advance sustainable waste management and life cycle GHG reductions through increased landfill diversion; greater

operational efficiency; and expansion of waste reduction, reuse and recycling.

PROGRESS

In 2016, we avoided, recycled or reused over 900,000 tons of waste, a 60 percent increase in just two years, meeting

our goal four years early.

Waste is a resource. At Covanta, our mission is to provide sustainable waste and energy solutions to

ensure that no waste is ever wasted. We help our municipal, commercial and industrial clients meet

their sustainability goals, whether they are focused on zero waste, zero waste to landfill, advancing

the circular economy, minimizing GHG emissions or reducing overall environmental impacts from

waste management.

42 EfW facilities in North American and Europe

20 million tons of waste converted into enough energy to power 1 million homes each year

More than 510,000 tons of metal recycled annually

Doubling of non-ferrous metals recovered over the past five years

120 employees trained in Lean / Six Sigma tools for Continuous Improvement
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COVANTA AND THE CIRCULAR
ECONOMY

Waste paper, collected from homes and businesses, supplies
all of the fiber required by Greenpac Mill.

WASTE MATERIAL

Greenpac Mill uses waste-to-energy steam produced by
Covanta Niagara in its process, including for drying the 100%
recycled paper.

ENERGY
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Greenpac Mill can produce 540,000 tons of lightweight 100%
recycled linerboard annually. Some of the linerboard is used by
Jamestown Container to make corrugated boxes for market.

NEW PRODUCTS

Diamond Packaging uses corrugated boxes from Jamestown 
Container. Diamond Packaging, the only American-owned 
folding carton manufacturer to achieve zero manufacturing 
waste-to-landfill status, corrugated waste from Diamond 
Packaging winds up back at Greenpac Mill as a raw material.

WASTE MATERIAL
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Greenpac Mill’s and Diamond Packaging’s unrecyclable wastes
are sent to Covanta Niagara for energy recovery.

WASTE MATERIAL TRANSPORT

Other wastes arrive in sealed rail cars through our new
intermodal facility.

WASTE MATERIAL TRANSPORT

Covanta Niagara generates enough electricity to run the facility
and supply over 15,000 homes every year.

ENERGY

Ferrous & non-ferrous metals recovered from the ash are sent
to recyclers for processing. That’s enough ferrous metal to
build two Peace Bridges between Buffalo and Canada.

METALS RECOVERY
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Steam from the energy recovery process, is delivered through
overhead pipes to the Greenpac Mill and other local industrial
customers including Goodyear, Praxair, and Cascades
Containerboard Packaging – Niagara Falls. Generating the 3
billion lbs. of steam delivered from waste saves the equivalent
of 3,600 tractor trailers of fuel oil.

ENERGY
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Pursuing a Circular Economy

The circular economy aims to keep products, components and materials at their highest utility and value at all times.

In this way, “waste” does not have to be wasted, but rather may be used as an input for another process. Just like

the waste hierarchy, waste reduction, reuse and recycling should be prioritized, but for remaining materials, energy

recovery has an important role to play. Nearly every step of a circular economy requires an energy input, and

leftover waste can help meet this need.

The Circular Economy in Practice

Putting the circular economy into practice through a mutually beneficial and interdependent system is one of the

highest ideals of sustainable waste management—and one that Covanta continues to pursue. A prime example of

this is the collaboration we have between our EfW facility in Niagara Falls, New York, and two local paper

manufacturers: Greenpac Mill and Diamond Packaging.

Considered the most advanced and largest facility of its kind in North America, Greenpac Mill manufactures

lightweight linerboard for corrugated boxes, made with 100 percent recycled fibers. It has an annual production

capacity of 540,000 short tons.

Both Greenpac Mill and Diamond Packaging send waste to Covanta Niagara for energy recovery. In this way, we are

helping Greenpac Mill (and its parent company, Cascades Inc.) achieve its waste and energy goals, while helping

Diamond Packaging meet its zero manufacturing waste-to-landfill status. But what makes this a truly circular solution

is the fact that Greenpac Mill is powered partly by its own waste. Rejects and waste from the mill are sent to Covanta

for energy recovery. Steam generated during the combustion process is returned to the mill, which uses it for drying

the paper it produces.

“We are proud to contribute to the circular economy by converting residuals from the Greenpac

Mill plant into energy,” said Covanta’s Chief Sustainability Officer Dr. Paul Gilman. “By opting for

EfW conversion rather than the landfill for its residuals, Cascades has succeeded in avoiding

the emission of close to 12,000 tons of CO e. That’s equivalent to removing 2,500 cars from

the roads for a year.”

Read more about how Covanta is helping to “close the loop” in Niagara.
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One pathway to a more circular economy is through “zero waste to landfill,” which, at its core, is

exactly what it sounds like: a strategy to divert all waste from disposal in a landfill. Businesses

are achieving this goal by moving up the waste hierarchy: reducing materials consumption;

reusing materials; recycling, composting and using anaerobic digestion; and then, for anything

left over, recovering energy through EfW facilities so that nothing is wasted.

Along with our extensive municipal partnerships, Covanta works closely with businesses to help them address their

waste disposal challenges. Whether a short-term contract that provides for sustainable disposal (i.e., in the case of a

product recall) or a long-term partnership that facilitates achievement of zero-waste-to-landfill goals, we have the

technical expertise, capacity and infrastructure to develop tailored solutions for our corporate clients.

EfW is a critical part of many companies’ efforts, effectively capturing the energy value from materials that cannot be

recycled. Our process provides our customers with confidence and credibility in the claims they make about their

zero-waste-to-landfill performance. Independently verified by GreenCircle Certified, LLC, our profiled waste

customers have access to transparent tracking of waste and accounting of energy and GHG emissions savings.

 

MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

ZERO WASTE TO LANDFILL
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Every downstream waste process generates some amount of waste—meaning there is a residue of material that

cannot be processed. For example, paper recycling generates a residue of clay and calcium carbonate from the

fillers added when the paper is manufactured, as well as shortened paper fibers that are reaching the end of their

useful life.

EfW facilities generate an ash residue composed of the noncombustible material in wastes and, to a lesser extent,

materials added for air pollution control, such as activated carbon and lime. These residues for downstream waste

and recycling processes are generally not considered when evaluating zero-waste-to-landfill claims. We are

exploring new ways to reuse and recover more materials from our ash. Many members of the European Union

support the reuse of ash from EfW facilities.

For more information on how we manage our ash, please see “Putting Ash to Work.”

STORIES

WHAT ABOUT ASH?
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Designing a Solution for Zero Waste to Landfill

Imagine that you are a competitive long-distance runner. You know that the finish line is just over this last hill. As you

tighten your muscles, drawing the last power you have to make it up the hill, the exhaustion hits you and you are

suddenly unsure if you will actually make it to the end. But you do!

That’s where J+J Flooring Group, a leading manufacturer of commercial specified flooring, was just two short years

ago. Not on the last leg of an actual marathon, but facing the last major hurdle in its efforts to reduce the company’s

reliance on sending waste to landfills.

Making Something from Nothing

J+J Flooring Group was founded almost six decades ago by Tom Jones and Rollins Jolly who realized there were

advantages by going into business together. The company focused on putting its people first, producing products

with pride, providing value to customers and making a difference in the community–a set of values and a mission it

continues to uphold today. A milestone for the company came in the early 1990s when it created the “Green Team”

comprised of employees focused on sustainable processes. Over the next 24 years, through effective reuse,

recycling and repurposing methods, the company systematically addressed areas within its plants and office space

to reduce their impact on the environment and significantly decreased the amount of waste the company directly

sent to local landfills.

Despite all of these efforts, the team found that there was still some waste that was going to the landfill.

“That’s when we made a conscious decision to find a way to get to zero waste to landfill,” said Russ Delozier,

Director of Sustainability, J+J Flooring Group.

“We needed to complete the cycle, and we knew that something could be done with this last bit

of material. We believed that it was better to get energy from it than bury it in a landfill.”

Russ Delozier, 

J+J Flooring Group, Director of Sustainability

New Partner with a Solution

Delozier and his team researched possible solutions and partners to get J+J to landfill free.

STORIES

HELPING J+J FLOORING GROUP GO
ZERO WASTE TO LANDFILL
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“When I visited their plant in Dalton, Georgia, I was impressed,” said Hugh Moore, Southeast Regional Sales

Manager for Covanta. “We get a lot of calls from companies that say they are close to landfill free, but they have a

lot of work still to do. That was not the case with J+J. In fact, they are the model story–they walked the walk of

getting to zero waste.”

Delozier and this team were equally impressed with the Covanta Huntsville, Alabama, plant during their tour, and the

two teams agreed to work together. But J+J had one more challenge back in Dalton before the partnership could

begin. The city of Dalton has a flow-controlled process for its landfills so businesses are prohibited from sending

waste out of the county. The new relationship with Covanta would require J+J to transport waste not only out of the

county, but across state lines.

“We had several good discussions with the local government officials,” said Delozier. “It was really about explaining

how the material we were planning to move to Covanta was not ‘waste’ per se but actually ‘energy.’ Eventually it

worked out.”

Moore added, “Not too many businesses would take on such discussions with local governments about waste

management, but Russ and his team were ready for that challenge! And even though there are transportation costs

associated with going to Huntsville, they are willing to do it because it takes the waste out of the landfills and allows

it to be converted to energy to benefit others.”

Now any waste at J+J’s Dalton, Georgia, campus that cannot be recycled, reused or repurposed–approximately 2

percent of its total waste–will be sent to Covanta. Since J+J started shipping materials to Covanta, they are

transporting about 11 tons of waste material to Huntsville every 6 to 8 weeks.

Once at Huntsville, the material is sorted and then processed to make steam. The steam travels through a six-mile

pipe to the Redstone Arsenal in Huntsville providing heat and cooling to the buildings. The Redstone Arsenal, a U.S.

Army garrison, services a number of tenants including the Army Materiel Command, the Missile Defense Agency of

the Department of Defense and NASA’s Marshall Space Flight Center.

J+J’s zero-waste achievement is not just for manufacturing waste. It also includes all waste collected from the

company’s Dalton administrative headquarters and manufacturing campus (more than 950,000 square feet). Waste

is collected from all bathrooms, break areas, offices, conference rooms, design studios and other areas.

Going A Step Further-Certification

For J+J, a company that prides itself on sustainability and green processes, just being able to state that they were

zero waste to landfill was not enough.

“There’s value in a third-party verification or certification of this achievement,” said Delozier. As the team soon found

out, certification is not a simple task.

Third-party verification is an independent audit that assesses the validity of zero-waste-to-landfill claims. The

process looks both at where the waste has gone in the past and the management processes in place. This second

point is important: The verifier wants to make sure that a business will sustain past performance in diverting waste

from landfills.

“The certification process was thorough, tough and well worth it,” said Delozier. “GreenCircle, the vendor we

selected to provide the certification, looked at our material flow analysis and even spent time with our vendors and

our vendors’ vendors.”

In May 2015, J+J received its official certification from GreenCircle, becoming the first commercial flooring

manufacturer in the U.S. to earn this distinction. This achievement is five years ahead of the company’s initial goal of

being 100 percent landfill free by 2020.

“My advice for other companies on this journey–buckle up!” said Delozier. “Truly, you need to be committed to it

because it’s not easy. It takes time, patience and funding. Identify a waste champion with authority to make
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decisions throughout the process and have a good flow diagram of your organization showing where the waste is…

and ultimately it will get easier every year.”

Not Slowing Down

Not unlike the marathon runner who draws on his last bit of energy to cross the finish line, breathing deeply, sore

and exhausted but vowing to run the next race, J+J is not done yet.

“We still have elements of our 20/20 sustainability vision–a set of environmental performance goals we aim to

achieve by 2020–to complete,” said Delozier. “It’s a never‐ending journey, but it’s an important one.”
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Better waste management saves energy. Waste reduction, reuse and recycling save the most

energy by capturing the energy “embedded” in the manufacturing of a product or raw material.

EfW facilities also recover significant amounts of energy from the remaining municipal solid

waste (MSW), generating clean, renewable electricity and/or steam for export. Compared to

landfills equipped with gas-to-energy recovery systems, EfW facilities are 9 to 14 times as

effective at capturing the energy that remains in MSW after recycling.

This energy is defined as “renewable” by 31 states, the District of Columbia, U.S. federal law, Europe and China. New

EfW capacity was considered a compliance option under the EPA’s Clean Power Plan. The World Economic Forum

has called EfW a “key technology for a future low carbon energy system.”

EfW facilities are baseload, meaning that they generate their electricity consistently. As a result, they serve as an

excellent complement to intermittent renewable resources, like wind and solar. EfW facilities are also often built near

load centers, which reduces the energy losses associated with long-distance transmission of electricity.

MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

RECOVERING ENERGY FROM WASTE
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1. Post-recycled MSW is picked up at your home or business.

2. Waste is delivered to the tipping floor and temporarily stored in a bunker. All of the air used in the

combustion process is drawn from the tipping and bunker areas of our facilities to control odor.

3. The waste is fed into a combustion chamber and burned at extremely high temperatures in a self-sustaining

process. Auxiliary fuels like natural gas and fuel oil are not needed to maintain combustion.

4. Heat from combustion boils water to create steam.

5. The steam turns a turbine-driven generator to produce electricity or may be used directly for heating or

industrial processes.

6. Electricity is distributed to the grid and used to power homes and businesses.

7. State-of-the-art air pollution control equipment is used to cool, collect and clean combustion gases. This

equipment operates under stringent state and federal standards.

8. We control emissions of particulate matter primarily through a baghouse (fabric filter).

9. Emissions and other operating criteria are continuously monitored to ensure compliance with state and

federal standards.

10. Residual material from the combustion process is collected for processing and metals extraction.

11. Ferrous and non-ferrous metals are extracted for recycling.

12. Remaining residual materials are beneficially reused or disposed of in a landfill.

Partnering with Veolia UK to Develop New EfW Facility

In May 2016, Covanta announced a partnership with Veolia UK, a waste, water and energy services company, to

develop the Rookery South Energy Recovery Facility in Bedfordshire, United Kingdom. Construction is expected to

begin by late 2017 with the facility becoming operational in 2020. The two companies will jointly own the project,

with Veolia providing the waste and Covanta operating the facility. For more information, access the project’s

website here.

Generate 60 MW of energy, enough to power 75,000
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Generate 60 MW of energy, enough to power 75,000
homes
Divert 585,000 metric tons of waste from landfill
Create 300 construction jobs
Create up to 50 permanent jobs when operational

Using EfW to Manage Organic Pollutants

From pesticides to pharmaceuticals, some waste is difficult, if not impossible, to dispose of using traditional means.

For example, when medications are improperly flushed down the drain or discarded in landfills, they can enter

waterways and contaminate surface waters. Even with traditional wastewater treatment, these substances can

adversely affect drinking water and the environment.

Our EfW facilities provide safe, environmentally sound destruction of waste that protects water resources while

creating renewable energy. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) considers the disposal of

pharmaceuticals in an EfW facility to be “environmentally protective.” Since the launch of our Prescription for Safety

(Rx4Safety) program in 2010, Covanta facilities have destroyed over 4 million pounds of unwanted drugs and

medications.

Our EfW facilities also provide a responsible method for disposing of other persistent organic pollutants, such as

perfluorinated compounds (PFCs) and nonhazardous pesticides and herbicides because these facilities combust

wastes at temperatures of more than 2,000°F. In accordance with federal regulations and our permits, we

continuously monitor carbon monoxide levels to ensure complete combustion and must demonstrate meeting

temperature requirements.
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Covanta’s new EfW facility in Dublin, Ireland, began operations in 2017 and is designed to provide highly efficient

energy recovery in line with European Union policy on waste. The facility has exceeded our expectations on all

counts and will deliver more sustainable waste management for the Dublin area for many years. The environmental

performance has been outstanding–our first stack test results were 71.1–99.97 percent below license limits.

Covanta Dublin processes up to 600,000 metric tonnes of waste per year that would otherwise go to landfill and

supplies enough clean energy for up to 80,000 homes annually. The plant’s district heating system will have the

potential to provide enough steam heat for up to 50,000 more homes. In addition to generating renewable

electricity continuously, the plant will reduce Ireland’s dependence on imported fossil fuels, eliminate the need to

export or landfill waste, and enable Ireland to become more self-sufficient at managing its residual waste. The plant

employs approximately 60 full-time highly skilled operators and support personnel.

Key Facility Features

Widespread use of variable frequency drives, which reduce electricity use.

Industry-leading 9 percent parasitic internal plant load, maximizing electrical output to the grid.

All plant water use supplied by stormwater or gray water from local wastewater treatment plant.

Almost all motors are fitted with variable frequency drives. This being the case, the facility’s parasitic load at 9

percent is among the lowest in the industry.

STORIES

CASE STUDY: DUBLIN ENERGY FROM
WASTE
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The ash bunker is sized for over 12,000 tonnes, which allows for less daily vehicle movements from the

facility. The ash is loaded out every 10 to 14 days in 4,000 tonne shipments versus daily load out from the

plant.

See how the Dublin EfW facility works.

For more information, please visit our Dublin Waste to Energy Facility website.
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“Covanta has been an excellent partner in operating our Resource Recovery Center. This

contract provides our county and residents long-term stability and ensures that this facility will

continue to be a key part of York County’s sustainable solid waste management infrastructure in

the future.”

David Vollero, 

Executive Director, York County Solid Waste Authority

The extension of a long-term operation and maintenance contract between Covanta and York County Solid Waste

Authority in Pennsylvania became effective at the beginning of 2016. The new agreement ensures that Covanta will

continue providing first-class maintenance and operation of the county’s EfW facility located in Manchester

Township for the next two decades, providing stability and reduced business risk for York County, its residents and

the Authority.

STORIES

CASE STUDY: COVANTA INVESTS IN
YORK COUNTY
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The extension reflects the successful and mutually beneficial collaboration between the Authority and Covanta.

Ongoing investments totaling $30 million will help ensure that the facility maintains rigorous performance and safety

standards, as well as reliable operations. In addition, the Authority is investing approximately $65 million in site

improvements to improve the customer interface and safety and prepare the site for eventual expansion of facility-

processing capacity.
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In late 2014, Covanta was awarded the operating contract for the Pinellas County Resource Recovery Facility in

Florida. Owned by Pinellas County, the facility can process up to 3,150 tons of solid waste per day while generating

75 MW of renewable energy. Covanta is currently managing over $240 million in capital projects designed to

ensure the facility can continue to provide sustainable waste management to Pinellas County for many years to

come.

Notable projects at the facility include:

Upgrading the ash conditioning system, including the removal of two air emissions points

Rebuilding the tertiary water system, including combining separate systems to reduce ongoing maintenance

costs

STORIES

CASE STUDY: RESOURCE RECOVERY IN
PINELLAS COUNTY, FLORIDA
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The New Jersey Board of Public Utilities is working to improve energy resiliency and emergency preparedness by

establishing microgrids throughout the state. A microgrid is a group of interconnected loads and distributed energy

resources that acts as a single controllable entity that can connect and disconnect from the grid.

Covanta and the Camden County Municipal Utility Authority (CCMUA) are working together to assess connecting

our EfW facility with CCMUA’s wastewater treatment facility and other critical facilities within the City of Camden. A

microgrid system will provide electric power to CCMUA from Covanta while providing treated wastewater to

Covanta, allowing us to reduce our use of potable water and lessen stress on the local aquifer system.

EfW facilities can be a resilient source of energy and waste management for communities. When weather and other

natural events disrupt the grid, EfW facilities often remain operational, managing both routine waste and the

resulting debris from those events, regardless of whether the grid is able to receive the power it can generate.

STORIES

MICROGRIDS AND ENERGY RESILIENCY
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In response to demand from commercial and industrial customers, we offer a variety of

sustainable waste management solutions, including secure destruction and energy recovery,

onsite industrial cleaning services, wastewater treatment, transportation and logistics,

recycling, depackaging and controlled drug substance waste management. We encourage our

clients to consider the waste hierarchy in selecting the most environmentally beneficial waste

disposal options.

Many of these services are delivered through our network of Material Processing Facilities (MPFs), which are

specially designed to process nonhazardous solid and liquid wastes. We can receive these wastes either through

our own transportation and logistics capabilities or through third parties. Our MPFs can shred, solidify and bulk

package various waste types for more efficient transport and subsequent processing and provide wastewater

treatment capabilities.

Our Waste Management Solutions

Our specially designed UnWrapp system, currently installed at our Milwaukee MPF, provides a recycling option for

consumer-packaged goods that may be expired, off-specification or otherwise unusable. The product may be

composted, recycled or treated for discharge to the local wastewater treatment plant, and in most cases, the

packaging can be recycled.

We process more than 140 million gallons of industrial wastewater annually, offering a better alternative to

solidification for landfilling or deep well injection. Through screening, pH adjustment, oil-water separation and

flocculation and sedimentation, we safely recycle wastewater back into productive use through publicly owned

treatment plants. Our in-house lab capabilities ensure proper treatment and compliance with our permits.

MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

SUSTAINABLE WASTE SOLUTIONS

UNWRAPP™
DEPACKAGING
SOLUTION

WASTEWATER
TREATMENT
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When pretreatment or discharge into a publicly owned treatment plant is not an option, we can inject certain

wastewater directly into the furnace at eight of our EfW facilities. This option allows for the complete destruction of

contaminants, making it particularly well-suited for wastewater with high biological oxygen demand that may

overload treatment plants. This option is also suitable for wastewater with high levels of persistent organic

pollutants, such as pharmaceuticals, that typically pass through conventional treatment plants. Some ammonia-

containing wastes have allowed us to reduce reagent use in the boiler for nitrogen oxide control.

Certain wastewater may be usable as a direct replacement for potable water at our energy recovery facilities, in our

air pollution control equipment or for other uses. Depending on their composition, these wastewaters may be

mutually beneficial, offering a reuse solution for the generator and providing some properties that are useful in our

process.

We offer safe and secure management of waste from pharmaceutical manufacturing and through our Rx4Safety

Program, a disposal program for community-led and organized drug-take-back events. Our Drug Enforcement

Administration-licensed facilities in Pennsylvania and Arizona, as well as a new facility under construction in Indiana,

provide national capabilities for reverse distribution and drug-take-back programs. In addition, two Covanta facilities

are permitted to receive untreated medical waste and 20 others can receive treated medical waste, providing local

energy recovery options to traditional medical waste incineration.
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We provide a full range of consulting services to clients who are seeking better methods for addressing their waste

management needs. Through our network of facilities, partners and broker arrangements, we translate waste-

consulting plans and advice into implemented waste management services. We help companies consider the waste

hierarchy and find ways to reduce, reuse and recycle their materials in accordance with zero-waste-to-landfill, GHG-

reduction and other goals.

We provide full-service environmental health and safety (EH&S) consulting including air, water and solid waste

permitting; pollution prevention planning; compliance auditing and assistance; training; site investigation and

remediation (Phase 1 and Phase 2 audits); and workplace exposure assessment and monitoring.

Our services include cleaning (facilities, site/equipment, e.g., railcars or tankers), demolition and remediation,

transportation (hauling solutions) and technical- and chemical-consulting services. Our Industrial Field Services and

Waste and EH&S Consulting teams work collaboratively to provide turnkey solutions as needed.

Delivering Complete Solutions to Municipalities

We strive to continually improve and expand our services and operations for both existing and new municipal

partners. For example, through our bundled services program, which we currently offer in New England, we provide

municipalities with a single relationship to address their nonhazardous materials management requirements. With

one contract, we can cover single-stream recycling, electronicwaste, organics and energy recovery services.
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SUSTAINABILITY REPORT

Covanta is proud to be Sunny Delight’s partner in waste management, helping them reach their goal of being 100

percent landfill free three years ahead of schedule. The company, whose beverage products include SunnyD,

Fruit2O and Veryfine, also set an accompanying goal to be 95 percent recycled and is now within 2 percent of its

recycle‐reuse target.

When the company’s landfill free goal was first announced, Sunny Delight’s Sherman, Texas, manufacturing facility

was sending 140 tons of waste per year to landfill. We worked closely with Sunny Delight to analyze its waste stream

and find ways to reduce waste, including identifying more material that could be sold to recyclers. That solution not

only reduced the total volume of waste, but also the costs of hauling and disposal. In fact, the facility’s entire

reduce‐reuse‐recycle‐recover effort now more than offsets the cost of disposal and produces a financial benefit.

“Covanta is playing a very important part for us by offering a truly sustainable way to manage

what we cannot recycle,” said David Nelson, Operations Leader at the plant in Sherman, Texas.

“We already were doing well, but they helped us take our sustainability efforts to a whole new

level.”
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In total, Covanta helped reduce the Sherman facility’s waste stream disposal by up to two and a half tons per month.

For the portion of the waste stream that cannot be reused or recycled, we provide landfill avoidance through the

EfW process, which yields a positive benefit in the form of clean energy.

Sunny Delight was also one of Covanta’s first customers to use our new UnWrapp capability. This consumer

products depackaging program uses specialized technology to depackage products that cannot be sold and

reuses or recycles their material components.
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SUSTAINABILITY REPORT

At Covanta, we seek ways to increase the amount of materials that can be reused or recycled

from the waste stream. In the last five years alone, we have doubled the amount of non-ferrous

metal we recover from waste through our investments in new technology and systems.

Recycling metal from EfW facilities avoids a tremendous amount of GHGs and recovers valuable

natural resources that would have otherwise been lost in landfills.

Metals Recycling in Fairless Hills

In 2016, we launched commercial operations at a new metals recycling and processing facility in Fairless Hills,

Pennsylvania. The new facility improves the quality of recycled metal and increases its value by using advanced

processing techniques to recover, clean, sort and deliver an end product ready for the open market.

 

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Total Metal Recovered (thousand tons) 432 441 489 496 513

Metal Recovery Pays Off

Our investments in proper metals processing have also paid off at times in unexpected ways. For example, in 2015,

the Board of Public Utilities in New Jersey tied the issuance of Renewable Energy Credits (RECs) to a resource
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recovery facility’s ability to remove scrap metal from bottom ash before it is combined with fly ash. Because of
Covanta’s investments in improved metals recovery, we could comply with New Jersey requirements and generate

more RECs.

Putting Ash to Work

When EfW facilities combust waste, about 10 percent of the volume remains as ash. Years of testing ash from every

EfW facility in the country have consistently demonstrated that the ash is nonhazardous, allowing options for its

beneficial reuse.

One use of ash is as a daily cover for landfills. Ash exhibits concrete-like properties that cause it to harden once set

in place. Use of ash for landfill daily cover reduces the need for virgin soils. Currently, approximately one-third of the

ash from our facilities is beneficially reused as landfill daily cover. However, we are optimistic that we can find better

uses for ash.

For example, bottom ash from our EfW facility in Pasco County, Florida, is being tested as a road-building substrate

in short test sections of roadway in Pasco County at the West Pasco Landfill. The project was funded by the Pasco

County Board of County Commissioners and conducted with support from the University of Florida. Use of the ash

in road construction is expected to begin later in 2017. According to the county, preliminary estimates project the

cost savings to be anywhere from $50,000 to $100,000 per mile of all two-lane roads constructed using bottom

ash.

We are also moving forward with our first total ash processing system (TAPS). TAPS is intended to further process

our ash resulting in a greater recovery of high-value metal and a significant amount of ash redirected for beneficial

uses beyond landfill daily cover, such as aggregate replacement.
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SUSTAINABILITY REPORT

Finding a beneficial use for the combined ash left over from the EfW combustion process is a long-standing industry

challenge. So, when Covanta and a Long Island-based asphalt company successfully designed and paved a road

using an aggregate generated from Covanta’s residual ash as a substitute for the natural sand used in asphalt, it

marked a major industry breakthrough.

It may also offer a solution for the paving industry, which faces its own challenges. According to the United Nations

Environment Programme, the demand for mixed-aggregate asphalt is increasing while the supply of natural sand

used to create it is shrinking.
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SUSTAINABILITY REPORT

Covanta has a long history of continuous improvement, from leading the development of

energy recovery technologies and advanced air pollution control equipment to delivering an

increasing array of services to our customers through Covanta Environmental Solutions. Our

facilities routinely achieve availability rates over 90 percent, and we continue to strive for

improvements in operations, reliability and performance that help sustain our company

financially, while protecting our people, our communities and the planet.

Over the last two years, Covanta has been working to coalesce our long-standing tradition of continuous

improvement (CI) into a formal group. We introduced Lean and Six Sigma tools and methodologies to further

advance our ongoing efforts to reduce operating and processing waste and uncover additional revenue

opportunities. Widely applied in the industrial sector, these tools help us maintain our competitive advantage while

continuing to attract capital to sustain our growth.

Continuous Improvement in Action

While our CI Group and the incorporation of our formal Lean / Six Sigma tools are relatively new, we are already well

under way in developing our capabilities through training and implementing projects with significant results. We had

a very successful first full year of implementation in 2016 and delivered a total of $10 million in net benefits reflecting

a concerted and inclusive effort across our CI Group, maintenance, operations and engineering. Some of our recent

CI projects include:

Feed Chute Plugs

When chutes feeding waste into our facilities get backed up, these

“plugs” can reduce steam generation, consume staff time for

unplugging and potentially result in process upsets. A team at the Union

County facility analyzed operating data to determine patterns and cut

feed chute plugs by more than half.

APHIS Waste

Several of Covanta’s facilities take Animal Plant Health Inspection

Service (APHIS) waste, thereby preventing potential spread of invasive

species and pests and diseases. However, APHIS waste deliveries at our

Hempstead facility were causing significant variations in steam output in

one of the boilers. New procedures led to a 20 percent reduction in

steam flow variation.
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Reagent Optimization

Successful installation of the new baghouse at the Essex county facility

allowed the team to eliminate the use �of phosphoric acid and reduce

lime consumption while maintaining environmental performance and

reducing wear on equipment. These savings in reagent use reduce costs

and lower life cycle environmental impacts associated with regent

production.

Steam Cycle Optimization

Our Haverhill facility has successfully stabilized net MWh generation

across operating conditions. Prior to optimization, steam cycle efficiency

would drop significantly during days with high ambient air temperatures

due to reduced effectiveness of the air-cooled condenser.
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